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Definition of
social work
 Social work is a practice-based profession and an 

academic discipline that promotes social change 
and development, social cohesion, and the 
empowerment and liberation of people. 
Principles of social justice, human rights, 
collective responsibility and respect for 
diversities are central to social 
work. Underpinned by theories of social work, 
social sciences, humanities and indigenous 
knowledges , social work engages people and 
structures to address life challenges and enhance 
wellbeing.



History of social 
work 
 In the beginning of 17th century a large population of european

entered in US and new settlement. 

 The ancient settlement of US were also based on european
ancient culture and civilization and so there leave a kind of 
uniformity in the culture, traditions and religious perspectives.

 In the field of social welfare the american settlement followed 
europe and specially england. The major impact of england on 
social welfare was that in america also an emphasis was given on 
private charity like in england.

 However starting from the year 1935 revolutionary change can be 
seen in the development of social work as a profession in america
which left its development in england for behind. The historical 
development of social work in america is discussed in the light of 
above mentioned introductory  remarks.  



Early historical 
development of 
social work  
 LOCAL CHARITIES It is know fact that the early 

settlers in american colonies magrating from many european
countries and from the beginning of the 17th century the 
colonist from england and other countries brought with 
them the coustoms , traditions ,laws , and institutions .

 They were sp deeply involved in the resettlement problems 
which left them no time to think about the needy migrants . 
However grounded as  they were in their country origin they 
continued to be guided by their  religious  considerations and 
could not turn their back on the pious religious obligation to 
help the persons in need .



Early historical 
development of 
social work 

 Thus persons having faith in religious teachings and 
philanthropic and humanitarian attitudes started 
collecting. Alms through local parishes which in turn 
started distributing these through local authorities 
having full knowledge of the personal background of 
the needy and the situation in which they were placed .

 According to the elizabethan poor law it is the 
responsibility of the local church to take care of the 
destitute . Every town made provission to the 
maintenance of the poor by supplying food, clothing 
and houses. This responsibility rested with the town in 
which needy were residing.



Poor Relief 
 Poor relief was financed by poor tax and certain kind of fines 

and relief work was administered by oversears of the poor in 
the form of ;

 (1) out door relief in kind 
 (2)farming out or selling out the poor to the lowest  bidder. 
 A committee was appointed in 1821 in massachussetis to 

investigate the working of the poor laws. This committee 
came to the conclusion that out door relief was expensive , 
wasteful and morally degrading and that alms houses were 
most economical .

 (A )poor in need of permanent support and 
 (B )the temporary poor .
 And suggested the establishment of “house of employment” 

for able – bodied poor and penitentiary for sturdy beggers
and vagrants .



Private charities 
and Alms houses 
 In america only in a few cities there were poor houses 

and correction houses . The first house in america was 
opened in new york in 1657 & later on in other cities .

 In america the role of private charity was highly limited & 
whatever was in existance was abolished by the end of 
18th century . To understand the problem of the poor the 
first social work course was designed in 1898 in new york
city . For the better organisation and regulation of all 
NGO works . Council of social agency was establish and 
community chest was established by collective efforts in 
the form collection of money . 



Private charities and 
Alms houses 
 The increasing expenditure on the poor was being criticized 

in the beginning of 20th century . 2 major regions were 
identified of increasing expenditure on the poor upon local 
government .

 (a) increasing number poor due to increase in mass 
protection .

 (b) demand of poor assistance by able – bodied workers due 
to crop faiture .

 (c) so in this way many families become dependent on 
government assistance . 

 Due to which committes was setup in masscheuasets and 
ney york in america in 1821 and 1823 . According to the 
committee highly expensive out door subsidy ruins the 
morality of the poor .



Charity organisation
societies [COS] & 
Settlement house 
movement 
 The charity organisation society movement was started 

in the USA at buffalo in 1877. the new york charity 
organisation society made revolution in the field of 
organised charity work with In 15 years by extending its 
activities to 92 american cities . The scientific charity 
approach anabled charity organisation socities (COS) to 
understand and take care of family problems . The 
charity organisation societies started in Bostan and 
philadelphia in 1878 operated on the following principle:  



Charity organisation
societies [COS] & 
Settlement house 
movement 
 (1)detailed investigation on application for charity
 (2)a central system of registration to avoid duplication 
 (3)co-operation between various relief agencies 
 (4)extensive use of voluntary friendly visitors. 
 The settlement house movement of this period was 

another important event in the development of social 
work in america. Rapid urbanization, industrilization and 
ammigration. 



Charity organisation
societies [COS] & 
Settlement house 
movement 
 Produced social sattlement movement in the america . This 

movement combined social advocacy and social service 
with proper intervantion through group work and 
neighbourhood organisation strategies . The settlement 
house workers established nieghbourhood centres and 
offered services such as citizenship training , adult 
education, counselling , recreation and day care . The social 
group work social action and community organisation
methods have emerged from sattlement house movement .



Child Welfare 
Movement
 The rapid growth of manufacturing industries 

aggravated the pathetic condition of children  so 
Children Aid Society 1857 were started in new york
city. This led to the formation of child welfare 
movement . The aim of the agencies was to rescue 
children from inadequate homes and from the 
streets.  



Estalishment of homes 
for the beggars 
from the very beginning of 20th century the increasing 

expenditure on the maintanance of the poor came under 
severe criticism. The reasons for such an increase in 
expenditure was increasing population , crop failure due to 
which many able –bodied individual also started demanding 
poor releief .

To overcame this problems two committees were established 
in 1821 and 1823 in two states – massachusetts and new 
york . Both these committees came to the conclusion that 
out door relief was more expensive and lower the morality 
and self esteem of the individual. These committees 
established beggars homes and work houses and admitted 
the poor in these institutions. Even this step could not fully 
improve the condition of the poor because beggars of all 
categories were put together in these institutions .  



Development of social 
work
Between 1900-1935

 In the field of social welfare two new tendencies can 
be seen after 1900 –

 (1) the need to understand the problems associated 
with social welfare both under the public and 
private.

 (2)to consider services provided by the federal 
government began to be thought as supplementary 
to the services rendered by the state government . 



Development of social 
work
Between 1900-1935

 1929 ;
 Great depression of 1929 brought about a major 

change in american system of welfare . The federal 
government accepted the responsibility of taking 
interest in the field of social welfare and emergency 
relief and construction act was passed by the american
congress which empowered the reconstruction finance 
corporation to give short term loans to different levels 
of government . State counties and cities for relief work 
as well as for public work relief projects.



Development of 
social work 
from 1935 onwards
During the period 1935 to 1960 revolutionary changes 

took place in the historical development of social 
work and social welfare services. In 1935 president 
roosevelt announced the federal government role 
in haring a work relief programme for;

(1)Unemployed 

(2)Employable unemployed and established works 
progress administration 



Development of social 
work 
from 1935 onwards
Thus some of the important programme of this period 

are ;
(A) The work project administration 1935

(B) work program for unemployed youth having two components

- civil conservation corps 1933 and

- national youth administration 

(C)Program for rural rehabilitation 

(D)Resettlement administration again reorganised as form security 
administration in 1948 again replaced by farmers home 
administration under  US department of agriculture .

(E )modern social security system.



1970
president nixon shifted the administration of anti 

poverty programms to state and localities .in 1972 and 
1973 congress passed the state and local fiscal 
assistance act and the comprehensive employment 
and training act .this legislation established the 
concept of revenue sharing and led ultimately to the 
dismantling of the office of economice opportunity .

The most significant social policy accomplishments of the 
nixon administration however were the social security 
amendments of 1972 which centralised and 
standardized aid to disabled people and low income 
elderly and indexed benefits to inflation. Food stamps , 
child nutrition, and railroad retirement programs were 
also linked to cost of living rates.



The Reagan 
revolution 
The policy changes that were inspired by the so-called Reagan 

revolution of the 1980s compelled social workers to rely 
increasingly if not exclusively on private sector solutions for 
social welfare problems. Entire programs were reduced 
frozen or eliminated . Additional block grants were created 
in such areas as child welfare and community development . 
A looming crisis in the funding of social security and 
medicare was forestalled in 1983 through modest tax 
increases and benefit reductions. At the same time 
ballooning federal deficits precluded any major new social 
welfare initatives , consequently , during times of overall 
prosperity poverty rates soared , particularly among 
children , young families , and person of color. By the early 
1990s the number of people officially listed as poor had 
risen to 36 million .  



The clinton years 
From the out set president clintons policy option were 

severely  constrained by the budget deficits his 
administration inherited. Stymied in the development 
of an ambitious social welfare ageda such as a 
comprehensive national health insurance program  he 
focused instead on budgetary restraints and the 
promotion of economic growth . After considerable 
debate he signed a  controversial welfare reform bill in 
1996 which replaced AFDC  with block grants to states 
that included time limits and conditions on the receipt 
of cash assistance. The legislation also developed 
responsibility for welfare program development to  
state and increased the roles of private sector and faith 
based organization in program implementation .



conclusion
 The history of social work and social welfare in 

america were largely shaped by european
influences . These in turn arose in part in ancient 
asian and middle eastern traditions. On continents 
of the new world colonial influences helped define 
the nature of well being and proscribed responses 
for inequities that emerged in the distribution of 
social resources . Differences between the HAVE  
and HAVE NOTS  often involved judgments about 
the moral character or social status of persons in 
need and led to variations in remedies for their 
circumstances .



Thank you 


